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What would you give up to have a second-chance at a once-in-a-lifetime love?Wild Card is a

STANDALONE SECOND-CHANCE ROMANCE from the NYT bestselling author of The Pact and

Before I Ever Met You. Rough, raw & rugged.As the man in charge at Ravenswood Ranch, Shane

Nelson has never been afraid to get his hands dirty. His sculpted physique isn't the product of a

gym, but of years of hard labor under a relentless sun. His straightforward, alpha tendencies come

from a man who knows what he wants and goes after it.And what he wants is Rachel Waters.He's

never stopped wanting her.They were childhood best friends, then teenage lovers who evolved into

soulmates. But on one fateful night, Shane made a grave mistake, breaking both their hearts in the

process.Now, after six years, Rachel is back in the small, wild mountain town of North Ridge,

BC.Ready to face her past.Ready to face Shane.Ready to face his dark secret.But is a

second-chance at a one true love in the cards? Or will their wild hearts be broken once again?WILD

CARD IS A COMPLETE STANDALONE NOVEL and the first book about the Nelson Brothers of

North Ridge
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"Luck is something we latch onto because we believe in hope. And hope exists because we believe



in something better." Sage advice from a wise family patriarch to his young grandson, Shane.

Karina Halle has spun another golden web in this second chance romance set in the rugged

mountain terrain of Canada. Prepare to be charmed by the first of three Nelson brothers.

This was a great second chance romance! Shane and Rachel had many obstacles to overcome

once they came back into each other's lives but he was persistent! It was a great read that shows

how they fell in love as teenagers and the horrible event that tears them apart. I was invested in

them reading this and knew they were always meant to be!

Another great read from Karina Hale! Shane and Rachel had a rough road, but their love for each

other was so genuine it was beautiful to read about. I loved Shane and am looking forward to

reading about his brothers. One of my favorite things about Karina Hale's writing is how she

describes her stories locations. The settings are always given the same attention as the characters.

That she started off as a travel writer always comes through in her novels, and when I finish one of

her books I always want to visit wherever she was writing about!

For some reason this was just not a favorite by this author. At times I felt like the writing was just not

up to par with some of her other books....but that being said I did like the storyline and characters.

And I am intrigued to read more about these rugged men!

Another great book by Ms. Halle. I can't even imagine a love that started out so young lasting that

long. This book touched on some disturbing family issues. Good job on the characters finding the

closure they needed to move on with their lives.

Just finished Wild Card and I loved it. Once I started I could not put it down. It tells of true love that

never goes away with time. I thought it was beautifully written. This is the first book I read by Karina

Halle and I look foreward to many more. Thank you Latina for a great read.

I absolutely love how this author's writing makes me feel everything the characters are going

through. Shane was so yummy and honest! Where oh where can I get me a cowboy like him? I

loved this story. Can't wait for the next one.

What a love story. All the ups and downs Shawn never gave up on his love for Rachel. She fought



her love and what her Her heart wanted but true love came through. Hea and lot of steam.
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